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I as writies to supress say strong support for the Petitles for Rulemaking filed by tbs American .

'
C:llege of Nuclear Physicians and the Society of Nuclear Medicias. I am a practiclag INuelaar hdadielr.*
nhvalcian. auclear pharmacist technolomitt. ete-) at iname af hannital or elinici la teitv. statal - I ara

'
,

deeply concerned over the revised to Cr'R 35 regulations (effective April,1937) goversias the medicht uns
cf byproduct material as they siga,1ficantly impact my ability to practics hish quality Nuclear
Madiotas/Naslear Pharmacy and are preveatlas as from providing optisalted cars to fadividual patisats. ;

I

For suample, there_ alve an enktante of the Imnact an vaur armetten if? li for 6taannat <c servleet. vnu
are fareed to airletN fallow the m4nuf.gers' instructions for k't nrenaration and etnirst on tirnet? or M ,

,

for akaranautle serv eaa vnu are farced ta follow the instructions not oniv for kit nrenaration and einitation [

n l-,a but alan for I DA anntaved indintioni. toute of administration. activity levels ete ) .

The NRC should recognias that the FDA dSes allow, and oftsa "sacourages, other clinical uses of [
1 -

approved drugs, and actively discourases the submission of physician sponsored IND's that describe asw ;

Ladications for approved drugs. The packass insert was never intended to prohibit physicians from deviatlas
-

fits it for other ladications; on the contrary, such deviation is accessary for growth la developlag paw
diagnostic and therapeutic procedurcs. In many cases, manufacturers will never go back to the FDA to rsvias
a pacitage lasert to lacis'ds a asw ladicatloa because it is not requitsd by the FDA and thsrs is simply no >

economic lassative to de so.

Currsally, the regulatcry provisions la Part 35 (35.100,35.200,35.300 and 33.17(a)(4)) do not allow t

practices which are legitimats and legal under FDA regulations and State medicias and pharmacy laws. 1

These regulations therefore laap copriately lasserers with the practise of medisins, which diescaly
sentradicts tas NRC's Medical Poi {cy statsmaat against such interforsace.

Flaally,I would like to point out that highly restrictive NRC regulations will only hopardias public
baalth and safety by: restrictlas access to approprints Nuclear Medicias procedures; esposing patients to
higher radiation absorbed doses from alternative leaal, but aca optimal, studies; and suposing hospital

i
personnel to higher raCallon absorbed doses because of unwarranted, repetitive procedures. The NRC saould
cit strive to construt proscriptive regulations to cover all aspects of medicias, nor should it attempt to ,

regulate radiopharmaceutical uns. Is. stead, the NRC should rely on the sapertise of the FDA, State Boards
cf Pharmacy, State Boards of Medical Quality Assurance, abs Jolat Commission on Accreditation of

'

Healthcars Orgaminations, radiation utsty committscs, institullonal Q/A review procedures, and most
isaportsatly, the professional judgemsat of physicians and pharmacists who have basa well tralasd to
admialster and prepare these materials.

Slace the NRC's primary regulatory focus appears to be based on the vasubstantiated assumption that
misadministrations, particularly those involving diagnostic radiophstmaceuticals, pose a serious threat to the
public hashh and safety I strongly utse the NRC to pursus a comprehensive study by a reputable scisatific
passt, such as the National Academy of Scisacss or the NCRP, to assess the redlobiological effects of
misadalaistrations from Nuclear Mediclas diagnostic and therapeutic studies. I firmly believe that the
results of such a study will demonstrate that the NRC's offorts to impose more and more stringent regulations
are unascesse ry and not oost effrceive is relation to the satremely low health riska of thsas Hudies. ;

la closlag I strongly utse the NRC to adopt the ACNP/SNM Petitloa for Rulemaklag as sapsditiously
as possibis. _
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